
Attack of the Rainbow Ninjas

1. Adjective

2. Compound Noun

3. Common Noun

4. Verb - Past Tense

5. Adjective

6. Concrete Noun

7. Adjective

8. Abstract Noun

9. Adjective

10. Verb - Base Form

11. Verb - Base Form

12. Verb - Base Form

13. Conjunction

14. Adjective

15. Interjection

16. Proper Noun

17. Pronoun

18. Collective Noun

19. Verb - Past Tense

20. Noun

21. Verb - Base Form

22. Pronoun

23. Adjective
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24. Adjective

25. Noun

26. Possessive Noun

27. Adverb

28. Noun - Plural

29. Verb - Past Tense

30. Verb - Past Tense

31. Singular Noun

32. Noun



Attack of the Rainbow Ninjas

It was a Adjective day at the Compound Noun Museum of Common Noun ... until the Rainbow

Ninjas appeared. The visitors Verb - Past Tense at them for a long time, in awe of their Adjective .

The ninjas did not notice them. They were too busy looking at the sign that said, " Concrete Noun ".

They were so Adjective and full of Abstract Noun that the hearts of the dinosaurs in the dinosaur

exhibit started beating. The Adjective visitors started to Verb - Base Form towards the exit while

Verb - Base Form loudly.

"STOP, Verb - Base Form , Conjunction ROLL!" yelled Rose, one of the rainbow ninjas. The visitors

obeyed, but then the 50 foot tall, Adjective , dinosaur looked at them and fried them with its laser vision.

It then turned towards the ninjas and stomped towards them.

" Interjection !" yelled Proper Noun as Pronoun ran away from the dinosaur. "Think of the

Collective Noun ! They're too young to die!" It didn't matter, though, because ultimately, the children

Verb - Past Tense .

The dinosaur then dropped to the Noun . The ninjas Verb - Base Form at it in bewilderment, having

no idea of what was happening. Then, they realized that it was doing push-ups. Pronoun wasn't doing so

well because of its Adjective and Adjective arms, so they used that opportunity to pin it down

with their Noun powers.

However, the dinosaur resisted, and just kept attacking. Things were looking pretty grim. The Possessive 

Noun roof was falling down, people were Adverb running, and there were Noun - Plural

everywhere.



But then... the disco hippo showed up.

It used its powers of disco and started dancing around. Invigorated by the dance, the rainbow ninjas

Verb - Past Tense to Verb - Past Tense off the dinosaur. One threw a large Singular Noun to

distract the dinosaur, while another ninja threw a rainbow at it. The combination of stuff finally made the

dinosaur fall Noun a glass case and die.

Afterwards, the ninjas thanked the hippo for its magical dancing. They then proceeded to have a tea party. Their

tea party was so awesome that the world blew up and everyone died. The end.
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